ABSTRACT On the basis of the assumption that no resource failure occurs, a variety of deadlock control policies have been developed for automated manufacturing systems (AMSs). However, in practical manufacturing systems, the occurrence of resource failures is always inescapable. In case, if resources fail to work, the existing deadlock control strategies can no longer be applied to the changed system; therefore, redesigning a new strategy is necessary. Because of their powerful modeling capabilities, Petri nets are used to model the considered AMSs allowing multi-type and multi-quantity resource acquisition. This paper focuses on extending a deadlock prevention method to be applied to AMSs with unreliable resources. Strict minimal siphons are controlled by added control places (monitors) to ensure the system's liveness. To prevent blocking issues caused by resource failures, we develop a set of shared resource constraints represented by a set of inequalities based on the minimal resource requirements of processes and the capacity of shared resources. Robust monitors are designed for them to limit the distribution of tokens in unreliable neighborhood places. Our objective is to control resource allocation such that those parts not necessarily requiring any failed resource can continue progressing smoothly even if some unreliable resources break down. Examples are given to elucidate our proposed method clearly.
I. INTRODUCTION
An automated manufacturing system (AMS) is a highly automated one, which combines a number of complex technologies such as microelectronics, computers, and system engineerings to control and harmonize production with little human intervention. In recent decades, AMSs have undergone dramatic improvement with the development of science and technology [1] , [3] , [16] - [18] , [22] , [26] , [32] , [34] , [37] . Generally, an AMS is composed of a set of concurrent processing routes sharing and competing for finite resources. Different types of products are produced through different routes. Because of unreasonable resource allocation, a situation can occur in which some products in a set require a resource that is currently occupied by other products in the same set; therefore, these products cannot use the resource but remain at their current positions. This situation is referred to as a deadlock state under which the partial processes or the whole system remains in permanent stagnation and cannot finish its processing tasks. Thus, deadlocks are highly undesirable in practical production, and effective control strategies have been developed by researchers [1] , [2] , [8] - [11] , [16] - [18] , [22] , [25] - [28] , [34] , [37] . However, resources in these papers are assumed never to fail. Nonetheless, it is well known by researchers in the practical manufacturing community that resource failures commonly occur in a system due to various causes such as component malfunctions, part defects, sensor faults, and tool breakages. Once any resource fails to work, the existing deadlock resolution methods are no longer applicable, and subsequently, the controlled system can be blocked and has to wait for the failed resource to recover [3] - [7] , [20] , [21] , [23] , [24] , [29] - [31] , [33] , [35] , [39] , [41] - [45] . Therefore, the development of a robust supervisor is required to guarantee that deadlock and blocking states can be avoided even if some resources break down.
In the supervisory control area, there are three kinds of deadlock resolution methods: deadlock detection and recovery [19] , [36] , deadlock avoidance [3] , [18] , [33] , [41] - [45] , and deadlock prevention [9] , [10] , [23] , [24] , [29] , [35] . Deadlock detection and recovery methods employ a supervisor for detecting the occurrence of deadlocks. When a deadlock appears, a recovery mechanism is needed to cope with such a state. Deadlock avoidance methods usually use feedback information on current resource allocation and future resource requirements in an online manner to judge the progress of parts such that deadlocks can be dynamically avoided. Deadlock prevention methods are usually achieved in an offline manner by designing the control specification to constrain resource allocation such that deadlocks never occur. In this paper, we focus our attention on the last method to achieve robust deadlock-free operations.
Because of considerable concurrency, compactness, and constructability, Petri nets (PNs) have become increasingly popular to control, analyze, and model AMSs in the supervisory control area. Feng et al. [10] develop a robust deadlock supervisor for the system of simple sequential processes with resources (S 3 PRs). A new notion of strong transition covers is proposed. By designing a control place with an appropriate variable computed by an integer linear programming problem for each maximal perfect resource transition circuit in the strong transition cover, a robust supervisor is acquired. Liu et al. [23] develop a robust liveness-enforcing controller for an S 3 PR net to resolve resource failures based on siphon control. By enumerating all siphons, recovery nets and monitors are designed for unreliable resources and strict minimal siphons. Normal and inhibitor arcs are used to connect monitors with recovery subnets such that no empty siphon appears at any time. However, waiting-for-repair states can appear when unreliable resources fail to work. Based on the work in [23] , Wu et al. [34] add failure and recovery nets for the original system net to model the resource failure and recovery. By changing the related transitions of each monitor introduced for each strict minimal siphon, undermarked siphons are prevented at any reachable marking even if an unreliable resource fails. Thus, a robust prevention controller is developed for AMSs with a single unreliable resource. Compared with the work in [23] , the structural complexity of the controller is extremely reduced and waiting-for-repair states are prohibited. Hsieh [13] - [15] develops a variety of robust deadlock avoidance algorithms for several PNs, including controlled production PNs, controlled assembly PNs, and non-ordinary PNs for flexible assembly/disassembly processes. Based on the concepts of minimal resource requirements and token flow paths, robustness analysis and liveness conditions in different PNs are presented.
In these papers, the considered AMSs only allow a single type and a unit resource acquisition. Each token in a resource represents a machine or a robot to process or store one part, and resource failures are represented as the movement of tokens in unreliable resources. The remaining tokens in the resource can continue to process products. Although this type of method can simplify the computation and control complexity, it will cause excessive resource waste, including economic losses and space waste in practical production settings. In our paper, therefore, we address AMSs allowing multi-type and multi-quantity resource acquisition. Each resource in the system is considered as a workstation with a server for manufacturing parts and some slots for storing and staging parts. The failure of a resource implies that the server is unavailable while the slots are still available. Thus, the supervisor can continue to allocate parts up to the maximal capacity of the resource when any unreliable resource fails to work. Parts being processed on the failed resource cannot progress until its server is repaired.
Wang et al. [31] classify robust control policies proposed by Lawley et al. as two types. The first one is an ''absorbing'' type, which absorbs all parts requiring failed resources in their remaining routes into the buffer slots of failuredependent resources. The second one is called a ''distributing'' type, which distributes parts requiring failed resources in their remaining routes among the buffer slots of shared resources. In our paper, by using the idea of the ''absorbing'' type, we develop a robust liveness-enforcing supervisor to address AMSs allowing resource failures. It can ensure that processes not requiring the failed resource can continue to progress smoothly when any unreliable resource breaks down. For an AMS with unreliable resources, deadlock monitors are first designed for strict minimal siphons to prevent them from being undermarked. To prevent blocking issues caused by resource failures, we develop a set of shared resource constraints represented by a set of inequalities on the basis of the minimal resource requirement of processes and the capacity of resources. Robust monitors are designed for each inequality to limit the number of tokens in unreliable neighborhood places in which tokens can stop when unreliable resources fail to work. Finally, by combining deadlock monitors with robust monitors, a robust liveness-enforcing supervisor is synthesized. Its correctness and effectiveness are illustrated by some examples.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II shows some fundamental notations and definitions of PNs and models a class of PNs. In Section III, we review the computation of control places and design deadlock monitors for each strict minimal siphon. Section IV describes the robust supervisory control problem researched in this paper. In Section V, a robust liveness-enforcing supervisor is synthesized. Following it, examples are given to illustrate VOLUME 6, 2018 it clearly. Section VI provides some performance analysis and comparison. In Section VII, we conclude the paper and discuss potential research directions.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section briefly reviews the definitions of PNs [12] and models an AMS with unreliable resources.
A. THE BASIS OF PNS 1) PN DEFINITIONS
A PN is denoted as N = (P, T , F, W ) where P (resp., T ) is a set of places (resp., transitions), F is a set of directed arcs belonging to (T × P) ∪ (P × T ), and W :
, N is an ordinary one; otherwise, it is a general one. Let M represent a marking. M (p) (resp., M 0 (p)) denotes the number of tokens in p at M (resp., M 0 ). M 0 represents an initial marking. A PN with an initial marking is represented as (N , M 0 ). Generally, transitions, tokens, and places are denoted by bars, dots, and circles, respectively. There is a directed arc connecting a transition and a place if a W is nonzero. The weight value of each directed arc is labeled by a nonnegative integer number; nevertheless, there is no arc between two transitions or two places. Specifically, an arc without a label means that its value is unity. The size of a PN is represented by |N | = |P| + p∈P M 0 (p) + |T |.
2) STRUCTURE PROPERTIES
A circuit is a path in which the first and last nodes are the same, i.e., x 1 = x n , while the others are different. If x 1 = x n , a simple path is said to be a circuit. If there exists a directed path from every node to every other one in
is its input (resp., output) incidence matrix.
If it is deadlock-free and ∃t ∈ T such that t is dead at
4) FUNDAMENTAL OBJECTS
If a nonempty set S satisfies • S ⊆ S • , S ⊆ P is said to be a siphon. If a siphon contains neither other traps nor siphons except itself, it is referred to as a strict minimal one. Let M (S) represent the sum of tokens in a siphon S, where M (S) = p∈S M (p). If M (S) > 0, a siphon S is said to be marked by M . If ∃t ∈ S • such that t is dead, S is said to be undermarked.
A column vector I : P → Z indexed by P is said to be a P-vector, where Z = {0, 1, 2, · · · }. If [N ] T · I = 0, I = 0 is said to be a P-invariant, where 0 represents a zero vector. If ∃p ∈ P, I (p) > 0 and ∀p ∈ P, I (p) 0, I 0. A P-invariant is said to be a P-semiflow if I 0.
B. S 4 R NETS WITH UNRELIABLE RESOURCES
In practical AMSs, resource failures are common and will decrease the buffer space of a set of available resources. For better understanding, we model a novel class of PNs, i.e., unreliable systems of sequential systems with shared resources (U-S 4 Rs), which are featured with multi-type and multi-quantity resource acquisition. A U-S 4 R is composed of a set of job types J = {J i , i ∈ N K } and a set of resources R = {r l , l ∈ N L }, where N K = {1, 2, . . ., K } and N L = {1, 2, . . ., L}. According to whether they are subject to failures, resources in this paper are partitioned into reliable and unreliable ones. A job type is denoted by a number of sequential process stages. Every process stage is denoted by a place p ij with connective resource requirements, represented by an L-dimensional vector a p ij [l] , l ∈ N L , showing how many units of resource r l are used to execute p ij . Different resources' availability is described by tokens in respective resource places. The capacity of resource r l is denoted by a natural number C l ∈ N + . Definition 1: A U-S 4 R is a strongly-connected, pure, and general PN N = (P, T , F, W ) where: a) P = P 0 ∪ P A ∪ P R is a segment such that: 1) P 0 , P A , and P R are referred to as idle, activity or operation, and resource places, respectively; 2)
is a stronglyconnected state machine such that every circuit includes p 0 i , where i ∈ N K ; d) For r ∈ P R , ∃ a minimal P-semiflow X r ∈ N |P| such that P 0 ∩ X r = ∅, P A ∩ X r = ∅, {r} = P R ∩ X r , and X r (r) = 1; e) P A = ∪ r∈P R ( X r \ {r}); and f) P R = P r R ∪ P u R where P r R (resp., P u R ) represents a set of reliable (resp., unreliable) resources and P r R ∩ P u R = ∅. By Definition 1, a U-S 4 R is composed of a set of process nets N i , which are in one-to-one correspondence with a part and its concerned progressing routes called job types, where i ∈ N K . These transitions and operation places included in the N i represent the operations with their interactions needed by a job type. Tokens in an idle place denote the available raw parts. In N , ∀p 0 ∈ P 0 , M 0 (p 0 ) denotes the maximal number of parts which are allowed to process in a route. Tokens in an operation place denote an ongoing operation denoted by p, where ∀p ∈ P A , M (p) > 0. Tokens in a resource place denote the number of available slots. The capacity of resource r is denoted by M 0 (r). A P-semiflow X r denotes the connection among different routes through r ∈ P R .
FIGURE 1. An example U-S 4 R net.
Assume that P 0 = {p 10 , p 20 }, P A 1 = {p 11 -p 17 }, P A 2 = {p 21 -p 25 }, P r R = {r 1 , r 2 , r 4 , r 5 }, and P u R = {r 3 }. Figure 1 shows a U-S 4 R model. It consists of four reliable resources r 1 , r 2 , r 4 , and r 5 and one unreliable resource r 3 with capacities C 1 = C 2 = C 4 = C 5 = 3 and C 3 = 2 and has two job types J 1 -J 2 . J 1 (resp., J 2 ) is denoted by a number of sequential process stages in terms of {p 10 -p 17 } (resp., {p 20 -p 25 }). The conjunctive resource requirements of each process stage are presented as follows: 
III. DEADLOCK PREVENTION SUPERVISOR DESIGN A. THE COMPUTATION OF CONTROL PLACES
In this subsection, we briefly review the computation of control places proposed in [38] . Based on this work, the computation of control places can be achieved by using P-invariants. Each P-invariant is formed by a control place with its initial marking and related arcs. Assume that the incidence matrix of a PN model is denoted by N p . We use N p c to denote the incidence relationship between a control place and the related transitions. Thus, the incidence matrix of the controlled net is represented as
The control specification on a PN can be expressed in the form
where M is a reachable marking of the PN and l and b are a non-negative integer vector and scalar, respectively. To perform the control specification, a control place p c should be superimposed on the PN such that the inequality (2) can be transformed into an equality
As a consequence, based on the property of P-invariants, i.e., [N ] T · I = 0, the incidence matrix of control places can be computed by
The initial marking of p c can be computed by
B. DEADLOCK CONTROLLER FOR U-S 4 RS WITH NO RESOURCE FAILURES
Siphons as a structural object have been widely researched in the control and analysis of deadlock problems in AMSs [22] , [23] , [34] . In ordinary nets, e.g., S 3 PRs, a system's liveness is closely related to the non-existence of empty siphons at any marking. To investigate the general nets, e.g., S 4 PRs, undermarked siphons are proposed as the extension of empty siphons [17] . In the case a siphon S is undermarked, ∀t ∈ S • is prevented from firing because of the shortage of some resources belonging to S. A deadlock marking in an ordinary net means an empty siphon, while in a general net an undermarked one. To resolve such empty or undermarked siphons, control places and related arcs are added to the original net to prevent deadlocks from arising. According to the study in [16] , we can discern that the liveness of a U-S 4 R without considering resource failures is guaranteed when all siphons in it are sufficiently marked. The basic idea to enforce its liveness is to prevent its siphons from being undermarked by adding monitors. Because the U-S 4 R is featured with multi-type and multi-quantity resource acquisition, we introduce the definition of maxcontrol which can be found in [16] . For the self-completeness of this paper, we cite the following definitions in [16] . In the rest of this paper, when discussing a siphon, we mean a strict minimal one.
Definition 2: Given a marking M ∈ R(N , M 0 ) and a siphon
Definition 3: If a siphon S is max-marked at any reachable marking, S is said to be max-controlled, i.e., ∃M ∈ R(N , M 0 ), Proposition 1:
Proof 1: When resource failures are not considered, the U-S 4 R net is equivalent to the S 4 R. Thus, the detailed proof can be found in [16] .
In [11] , the concept of generalized mutual exclusion constraints (GMEC) is developed to control the distribution of tokens in some places. Each GMEC is said to be a control specification represented by an inequality which can be executed by a monitor with related arcs to some transitions. Based on the work in [16] , we know that the control of a siphon can be easily converted to the execution of a GMEC. Thus, each siphon can be transferred into an inequality which can be max-controlled through a GMEC represented by a pair (l, b).
On the basis of the above definitions, the study in [16] 
Obviously, in order to prevent a siphon from being undermarked, one can masterly apply the specifi-
Wang et al. [32] propose a sufficient and necessary condition to determine whether a subset of resource places can generate a minimal siphon in S 4 PRs. However, how to compute all minimal siphons in S 4 PRs is not given. Thus, You et al. [40] develop a method to compute all minimal siphons in S 4 PRs. Based on the above works, we enumerate all strict minimal siphons in S 4 PRs. For example, in Figure 1 , there are 14 siphons, i.e., S 1 = {p 16 25 , r 1 , r 3 }. According to the work in [11] and [16] , each siphon can be transferred into an inequality represented as l T · M b. Table 1 shows a set of inequalities (to avoid a heavy notation, in the rest of this paper, we use M ij to denote the tokens in p ij at M , i.e., M ij := M (p ij )).
Based on the computational method of control places in [38] , we can compute the corresponding deadlock monitors and their related transitions of the inequalities shown in Table 1 . To avoid new siphons, their outgoing arcs are attached to source transitions, e.g., t 10 and t 20 in Figure 1 . Therefore, a deadlock controller is synthesized for U-S 4 Rs with no resource failures.
IV. THE DESCRIPTION OF ROBUST CONTROL
In practical manufacturing systems, resource failure is a common problem. To study robustness in the supervisory control area, resources are partitioned into reliable and unreliable ones. This will facilitate the robust supervisor to make the optimal dispatching decisions during the time of resource failures. In an AMS, resources are various system facilities with a finite number of buffering slots and servers. Their entities are like machines, robots, conveyors, and so on. Specifically, each resource, being a physical entity, allows a being processed part to be stored and staged in its buffer slots and to be processed by its server. Once done, the part is unloaded and transferred to another unit. For the previous resource, both its occupied buffer slot and server are released. Throughout our paper, the failure of a resource means that the server is not available while the slots are still available. In case the server of a resource breaks down, the supervisor can continue to allocate products up to the maximal capacity of the resource and unfinished products being processed on it cannot progress until the server is recovered [3] , [4] . By the term ''resource failure'', we mean that an unreliable resource is broken and removed from the system. From the perspective of our proposed method, this is equivalent to the scenario that a specific resource has been occupied by other processes. Once it is repaired and recovered, it is equivalent to the scenario that a specific resource has been released from other processes. We assume that products being processed on a failed resource are not damaged. Based on the U-S 4 R in Figure 1 , we expatiate about the robust control problem researched in this paper.
By using the deadlock controller synthesized in the above section, the system is live when no resource failure occurs. Assume that the system in Figure 1 4 . Thus, the whole system cannot continue to operate until the failed r 3 is recovered. This will influence the production efficiency of the entire system and bring great economic loss to the manufacturers.
From the above example, we notice that parts requiring the failed resource in their remaining route can occupy excessive resources such that processes not necessarily requiring the failed resource are blocked when some unreliable resources fail to work. Thus, in order to resolve such blocking issues, we need to develop a robust liveness-enforcing supervisor which should satisfy the following definition.
Definition 5: Given a U-S 4 R (N , M 0 ), a supervisor is said to be robust to resource failures iff a) When no resource failure occurs, the controlled system is live; b) When any unreliable resource fails to work, processes not requiring the failed resource can continue their operations; and c) After the failed resource is repaired, it can resume its function such that the controlled system is still live.
V. ROBUST SUPERVISORY CONTROL OF AMSs
In this section, a robust liveness-enforcing supervisor is synthesized for U-S 4 Rs allowing resource failures. First, we develop a set of shared resource constraints represented as a set of inequalities. Robust monitors are designed for them to control the distribution of tokens that may be stopped when unreliable resources fail to work. Second, we combine deadlock monitors with robust monitors to synthesize a robust liveness-enforcing supervisor to resolve deadlock and blocking states.
Definition 6: Given a U-S 4 R (N , M 0 ), − → P = p i 0 , t i 0 , p i 1 , . . ., p i n is referred to as a simple sequential path (SSP) such that 
where Figure 1 , we can obtain ∩ X r : r ∈ P u R }. Take the U-S 4 R shown in Figure 1 as an instance. Resource r 3 is unreliable and X r 3 = p 15 + p 23 + r 3 . Thus, we can obtain P 2 Figure 1 as an example.
Consider the U-S 4 R shown in
In the global route
, it does not use any unreliable resource,
, p 15 Given a U-S 4 R, * m (r r ) = max{ k * i (r r )}, where i ∈ N K , k ∈ N Z i , and r r ∈ P r U . For example, in Figure 1 , we have 1 * 1 (r 2 ) = 2, 2 * 1 (r 2 ) = 0, and 1 * 2 (r 2 ) = 1. Thus, we can obtain * m (r 2 ) = max{ 1 * 1 (r 2 ), 2 * 1 (r 2 ), 1 * 2 (r 2 )} = max{2, 0, 1} = 2. Similarly, we can obtain * m (r 1 ) = 1, * m (r 4 ) = 1, and * m (r 5 ) = 1. Because the U-S 4 R allows the multi-type and multiquantity resource usage at each progressing stage, the failures of unreliable resources can make some reliable resources unavailable such that processes not requiring the failed resources have to stop and wait for their recovery. To guarantee processes not using the failed resource can continue to progress when any unreliable resource fails to work, we desire that each reliable resource that can be released at any time must be greater than or equal to the maximum of the minimal resource requirement of processes that do not use any unreliable resource. Our objective is to advance every token requiring an unreliable resource in its remaining route into the unreliable place such that the available resources are always sufficient to support the processes that do not use the failed resource so that they can operate smoothly. In the following, we will develop a set of shared resource constraints to prevent the blocking issues from occurring.
In a system, we use M to denote the current reachable marking. When every token requiring unreliable resources in its remaining route advances into its nearest unreliable place, the reachable marking is represented as M . Assume that the system is composed of K subnets, each of which contains Z i global routes, where i ∈ N K . In the global route
, the number of activity places is represented as n k i , where k ∈ N Z i and n k i ∈ N + . When all tokens requiring unreliable resources in their remaining routes advance into their nearest unreliable places, the distribution of tokens in unreliable places should satisfy the following constraints represented as a set of inequalities of the form:
where r r ∈ P r R , p ij ∈ P k U i ∩ X r r , and α k ij is equal to the coefficient of p ij in X r r .
Furthermore, when all tokens requiring unreliable resources in their remaining routes advance into their nearest unreliable places, the utilization of each unreliable resource cannot be greater than its capacity. Thus, the distribution of tokens in unreliable places at M should also satisfy the following constraints:
where
, and α k ij is equal to the coefficient of p ij in X r u .
Take the U-S 4 R net shown in Figure 1 as an example. We have X r 1 = p 11 + p 13 (6) and (7), a set of inequalities at a reachable marking M of Figure 1 are listed as follows:
The purpose of the inequality system (8) is to ensure that every reliable resource not used by the tokens in unreliable places is sufficient to support processes not requiring the failed resource so that it can operate smoothly and to ensure that the quantity of every unreliable resource used by the tokens in unreliable places is no more than its capacity. However, due to the propagation effect, tokens requiring the failed resource in their remaining route have to stop at the current places such that the occupied resources cannot be released, leading processes not requiring the failed resource to stagnation. For example, in Figure 1 , we have a reachable marking M = 3 · p 10 + p 11 + p 15 + p 20 + p 22 + p 23 + 2 · r 1 + 2 · r 2 + r 5 . At M , all buffer slots of unreliable resource r 3 are used up. Assume that r 3 breaks down at this time. Although the distributed tokens in unreliable places satisfy the inequality system (8), the token in p 12 also occupies resource r 4 such that there are not sufficient resources to support the global route
that does not use the failed r 3 to operate. Therefore, we need to guarantee that every token requiring unreliable resources in their remaining route can advance into its nearest unreliable place such that the distribution of tokens in unreliable places satisfies the inequality system (8).
Definition 12: Given a global route
. p ij 's unreliable neighborhood places are defined as a set N k
. Consider the U-S 4 R net shown in Figure 1 as an example.
In the global route (6) and (7) . In this way, we can guarantee that every token requiring unreliable resources in its remaining route can advance into its nearest unreliable place such that resources that can be released are sufficient to support processes not using the failed resource and can operate when any unreliable resource fails to work. Let m k ij denote the number of unreliable neighborhood places of unreliable place p ij in the global route (6) and (7), they can be changed as follows:
where r r ∈ P r R , p ij ∈ P k
, α k ij is equal to the coefficient of p ij in X r r , and M denotes an arbitrary reachable marking.
For example, in Figure 1 , p 15 (9) and (10), we can obtain a set of inequalities as follows:
Because inequality system (11) contains two same inequalities, for the sake of brevity and clarity, we have:
On the basis of the computational method of control places in [25] , each inequality can be converted into a control specification represented by a robust monitor with its related transitions. To prevent new siphons from being produced, if the inequality contains variables associated with different global routes, its outgoing arcs of the monitor point to the source transitions. Table 2 shows the robust monitors with their related transitions in the inequality system (12) .
As a consequence, combining the deadlock monitors in Table 1 with the robust monitors in Table 2 , a robust liveness-enforcing supervisor is synthesized. Algorithm 1 is proposed to obtain a robust liveness-enforcing supervisor for U-S 4 Rs allowing resource failures. Proof 2:(a) When resource failures are not considered, the U-S 4 R net is equivalent to the S 4 R. The supervisor VOLUME 6, 2018 synthesized by Algorithm 1 can guarantee the system's liveness according to Lemma 1. (b) Assume that the system is live at any reachable marking M when unreliable resources are good.
By Definition 11, we know that * m (r r ) = max{ k * i (r r )} and k * i (r r ) is derived from k * i which can guarantee a token that does not require any unreliable resource in its remaining route to complete production, where i ∈ N K , k ∈ N Z i , and r r ∈ P r R . To prove the theorem, we need to prove that the remaining r r that can be released is greater than or equal to * m (r r ) as well as that the acquired r u in unreliable places is less than or equal to M 0 (r u ) when any unreliable resource fails, where r u ∈ P u R . First, we prove the establishment process of inequalities (6) and (7). M denotes the marking at which every token requiring unreliable resources in its remaining route advances into its nearest unreliable place. Given an unreliable place 
denotes the sum of r r used by tokens in all unreliable places of a system, where n k i denotes the number of activity places in
. Since r r used by tokens in unreliable places cannot be released when unreliable resources fail, to guarantee tokens that do not use unreliable resources in their remaining routes to complete their production,
, ensuring that r r not used by tokens in unreliable places is greater than or equal to * m (r r ). Similarly, for r u , (6) and (7), we can obtain
− * m (r r ) and
, ensuring that every token whose remaining route exhibits unreliable places can advance into its nearest unreliable place such that r r not used by tokens in unreliable places is greater than or equal to * m (r r ). From the latter, we have
, ensuring that r u used by tokens in unreliable places cannot exceed its capacity when every token whose remaining route exhibits unreliable places advances into its nearest unreliable place. Thus, if the distributed tokens satisfy inequalities (9) and (10) at any marking, there are always sufficient resources to support processes not requiring the failed resource so that these processes can operate smoothly when any unreliable resource breaks down.
(c) As a result, the supervisor synthesized by Algorithm 1 is robust to resource failures.
VI. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON
Liu et al. [23] bridge the gap between the existing deadlock prevention policy with its application to AMSs with unreliable resources. For an S 3 PR net, monitors are first added for all siphons. To achieve robustness, recovery subnets, complementary places of monitors, and necessary arcs are designed for the system such that no empty siphon appears even if some unreliable resources break down. A resource failure is modeled by removing a token from the current place. This means that each token in a resource represents a machine to process parts. However, this method only applies to S 3 PRs in which resources are acquired and released as a single type and unit. For complex AMSs allowing multi-type and multiquantity resource acquisition, using the method is unwise. For example, in the U-S 4 R of Figure 1 , 14 monitors are first added. Because p 23 requires unreliable resource r 3 and reliable resources r 2 and r 4 simultaneously, removing a token from p 23 not only decreases the tokens in r 3 but also in r 2 and r 4 when r 3 fails to work at p 23 . Thus, r 2 and r 4 are needed to add recovery subnets. According to the method in [23] , only does a siphon contain r 3 , its monitor needs to have a recovery net added. Thus, 7 recovery subnets need to be added for monitors. Moreover, 2 4 and 2 5 recovery subnets need to be added for p 15 and p 23 , respectively (assume that resource failures only occur when unreliable resources are working). Obviously, the number of recovery nets for the system net increases exponentially. Therefore, the design of the robust supervisor becomes formidably complicated. Furthermore, waiting-for-repair states can appear when all tokens in an unreliable resource r u are removed. Based on the method, the number of permissive states is 2366.
According to the work in [23] , Wu et al. [35] develop a robust prevention controller for S 3 PRs with an unreliable resource. Siphons are first enumerated and recovery subnets are added for unreliable places. On the basis of siphon control, a robust supervisor is synthesized by changing the related transitions of monitors and adding recovery subnets for some monitors. In comparison with the method in [23] , the structural complexity of the supervisor is extremely reduced and waiting-for-repair states are prohibited. However, the method can sacrifice more permissive states. For example, in Figure 1 , 14 monitors and 4 recovery subnets are added to synthesize a robust controller which can produce 1710 permissive states.
Unlike the above works, each resource in our paper is composed of a server with some buffer slots. The failure of a resource means that the server is unavailable while the buffer slots are still available. In case an unreliable resource fails to work, the supervisor can continue to allocate parts up to the maximal capacity of the unreliable resource and unfinished parts being processed on it cannot progress until the failed server is recovered. Based on the assumption, we study robust deadlock-free control of AMSs with unreliable resources, where robustness means that parts not requiring any unreliable resource in their remaining route can progress smoothly even if some unreliable resources fail to work. According to the idea of the ''absorbing'' type, we develop a robust liveness-enforcing supervisor for U-S 4 Rs with unreliable resources. For example, in Figure 1 , 16 monitors need to be added for the original system net to synthesize a robust supervisor. There is no need to add any recovery subnet to the system net and complementary places to the monitors. In particular, waiting-for-repair states are prohibited. Based on our method, 2000 states are preserved.
A performance comparison is thus summarized between our robust liveness-enforcing supervisor and the existing ones in [23] and [35] via the U-S 4 R in Figure 1 . Table 3 summarizes the performance of the supervisors in [23] , [35] , and ours.
From Table 3 , we can discern that all of these methods operate on the basis of siphon control, which is needed to enumerate all siphons. The method in [35] only applies to AMSs with a single unreliable resource, while our method can apply to AMSs with multiple unreliable resources. In [23] , the synthesized supervisor needs to add 14 monitors and 57 recovery nets, while ours only needs 16 monitors. Thus, the structural complexity of our supervisor is extremely reduced. Compared with [35] , our supervisor can produce much more permissive states. As a result, our method achieves a good balance between structural complexity and permissiveness.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study robust deadlock-free control of AMSs with unreliable resources. A robust liveness-enforcing supervisor is proposed for U-S 4 Rs allowing resource failures. First, deadlock monitors are designed for all strict minimal siphons to prevent them from being undermarked. Then, by analyzing the blocking states caused by resource failures, a number of inequalities are listed to produce robust monitors with their related transitions. Finally, by combining deadlock monitors with robust monitors, a robust liveness-enforcing supervisor is synthesized, which guarantees that tokens not requiring any unreliable resource in their remaining route can continue to progress smoothly even if some unreliable resources fail to work. Experimental results show that our method can produce more permissive states with simpler structural complexity.
Our method is based on siphon control with which siphon enumeration is necessary. However, the number of siphons increases exponentially such that the computational and structural complexity of the supervisor becomes notorious. Therefore, future work will focus on simplifying the complexity of supervisors and extending the results to more complex PNs such as AMSs with assembly operations.
